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Abstract: We propose a deformable body model in order to simulate the dynamic behaviour of human
organs during surgical operations. It is aimed at simulating organs in training surgical simulators, currently developed in our team. However, since this model is general, it can be used in simulation or animation of other deformable objects. In order to be sufficiently realistic, the model must behave
dynamically, that is obey to the physical laws of motion. Moreover, it must be possible to interact with
it. This requires impacts and contacts to be detected, and an accurate processing of extreme interactions such as cuttings and tears to be implemented. The model we present is intended to respond in an
optimal manner to these constraints in realtime. It is based on a spring surface mesh, fitted with a virtual rigid component which does not interact with the environment and provides the structure with a
rigid behaviour. In order to get both contacts precision and realtime, an adaptive subdivision of the surface mesh is used: a small number of nodes are defined at the beginning of the simulation, and more
nodes are added dynamically to the mesh in the contact zones.

1. Introduction
We plan to design a number of training surgical simulators, in areas such as ophthalmology
[MKCD95], ultrasound endoscopy [VC95] or gynaecologic laparoscopy. Our goal is simple: we want
to build the tools to enable the surgeons to learn how to operate not on actual patients but on virtual
ones. Nevertheless, in the medical field, a simulator requires not only to generate highly realistic
images but also to reproduce the mechanical interactions between the surgeons and the operated organs.
The complete system consists therefore in all the means to measure the motion of the tools manipulated
by the surgeons, to compute the behaviour of the manipulated organs and to reproduce their
modifications both in a visual and tactile manner.
Realtime simulation of the dynamic behaviour of deformable or rigid bodies is a new challenge in
computer graphics today. The simulated organs can be quite different, so that the model we plan to
design must be general. This generality makes it usable in other areas requiring deformable body
animation, providing that the same preliminary hypotheses are chosen.
To build such a model, three main problems are to be solved:
First, the motion of the objects has to look realistic. This means that the model must be based on the
physical laws governing the cinematic and dynamic behaviour of the rigid or deformable bodies. Those
equations usually result in second order differential equations, which require a correct integration
method. Kinematics is essential for the reproduction of motion, while dynamics is necessary to
compute the forces returned to the user. These forces are also called force feedback.
Second, the object must interact with its environment. For instance, the surgeon, by means of a tool,
can manipulate the organs, come into contact with them, move (push/pull) them and/or deform them.
Hence, these interations can produce both local or global deformations and rigid motions (translations,
rotations).
Finally, the interactions can be drastic and result in structure modifications: cuttings and tears for
example.
In this paper, we first analyse the previous works in the field of organ modelling. Then, the purposes
and constraints of the design of our model are exposed, as well as the necessary preliminary hypotheses
to simplify the problem. Our model is then presented. This model includes a refinement process, which
enables precise contacts handling without compromising realtime simulation.
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2. Previous Works
Until now, only few models for realtime dynamic simulation of organs have been proposed. Some of
them are based on motion and deformation models, but not always on physical laws. Ad-hoc
deformations in contact zone can indeed be used and simple models applied to compute the force
feedback. For instance, [HTB95] interpolates actual ultrasound images to produce deformations.
[SBM94] propose an outstanding model of an eye, with many visual details. However, only the cornea
is mechanically defined. A finite element model for incompressible deformations in case of large
displacements is used, but, unfortunately, the simulation process is not detailed. In the same way,
[SPHL95] have carried out an eye surgery simulator including force feedback. The model is not,
strictly speaking, based on physics: measurements of the physical properties of the eye have been
taken, and these values are applied to the force feedback system. Though this process does not
guarantee the right behaviour, the resulting forces stay in a correct range of magnitude. Finally, another
model, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) and proposed by [CDBA96], solves the realtime
problem by computing in a first step the deformations generated by the displacement of each node. By
applying the superposition theorem, the deformations are then summed up during the simulation. The
realism of liver simulation they obtain is surprisingly good. Beside this research, condensation
techniques followed by the inversion of the stiffness matrix are proposed by [BC96] to reduce
computation time.
However, these two finite element methods are limited, because they assume that the organ is elastic
and the displacements are small. Moreover, any modifications in the structure induce a new computing
of the matrices of the system. It is therefore hard to make the first solution compatible with cuttings.
The FEM is so much time-consuming that it usually requires simplifications and drastic hypotheses to
make it realtime. In the simplest case (that is to say, using linear elements, linear elasticity theory and
small displacements), the FEM is based on the resolution of a linear system, whose complexity is
quadratic with respect to the number of nodes.
All the methods described before, ad-hoc deformations or FEM, are not dynamic. That means that
the equation governing their motion depends only upon the positions of the nodes, neither on their
speed nor their acceleration. Even the spring model of [CEO93] tries to guess by heuristics where the
equilibrium positions of the nodes are located, and therefore, does not simulate the return to this
position. In static environment, each computation step is considered as an equilibrium state. This makes
the computation of the transitional states impossible without the addition of an extra model to process
the return to equilibrium state. The usefulness of dynamic environments for the modelling of organs in
surgical simulation is still an open question. [BC96] recommend to use static equations as soon as the
number of nodes become too high. For our concern, we do think that static equations are too limited for
the simulation of organs. If a body with a high damping, or on the contrary a low damping, has to be
simulated, transitional states are necessary to reproduce, in the first case, the slowness of the return to
the equilibrium, and in the second case, the vibrations of the structure before stabilization. Static
models are suitable only when the damping is close to the state between slow returns and vibrations.
Static model are often preferred, on one hand, because of equation simplifications and faster
computation, on the other hand, to avoid instability in the equation integration phase. Two kinds of
integration methods exist: explicit and implicit methods [Gou94]. Explicit methods are simpler and
therefore more interesting for realtime applications. Their complexity are o(n), with n the number of
nodes. However, these methods are conditionally stable. Shannon theorem requires that the system
should be sampled at, at least, the double of the highest frequency of the system. If the sample rate is
not sufficient, the model can diverge: it can then exhibit vibrations of increasing amplitude which
disturb the geometry of the object.
On the contrary, implicit methods can be used to ensure convergence even if the Shannon condition
is not enforced. However, these methods usually result in a non linear equation system. Moreover, even
if these equations are approximated by linear equations, the complexity remains the same as a linear
system, that is o(n2), for n nodes).
Spring models or the more general CORDIS/ANIMA [LJFC91] model seem more attractive for our
purpose. For a completely connected graph (each mass is connected to all the other masses), a spring
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model described by dynamics equations and integrated by explicit methods, has a quadratic
complexity: for each of the n masses, the force exerted on the mass is obtained in o(n), and then is
integrated. Moreover, it is possible to reduce this complexity by decreasing the number of links. To sum
up, the maximum complexity of a (completely connected) spring model is the same as the minimum
complexity of a finite element model (linear elasticity, linear elements), and is still compatible with
high displacements and transitional states.
Another problem, as crucial as deformation modelling, relates to collisions and more specifically
contacts. Most previously described simulations only detect which nodes of the finite element or spring
mesh come into contact. Hence, all contacts are approximated to the nearest node in the mesh.
Therefore, the collision process directly depends upon the sampling of the mesh. Spacial sampling must
be increased in order to get a precise contact and avoid visual aberration. More over, some deformation
models make the collision detection very time consuming. For example, [KKKH95] propose to model
organs with a spring model. The masses are the control point of nurbs surface which define the shape of
the organ. The complexity of the organ geometry makes it difficult to compute contact in realtime.
Finally, most deformation models only take into account displacements compared to an unmovable
rest configuration. However, in a number of cases, the objects can be moved, translated and/or rotated.
During a surgical operation, it is not seldom when an organ has to be pushed because it prevents the
surgeon from accessing the operated zone. In the same idea, gravity has to be simulated. It is indeed in
charge of any motions, except those due to the operator. These spontaneous motions disturb the surgeon
during the operation. This means that the behaviour of each deformable object has a rigid component
which have to be taken into account.
To sum up, our aim is to find a model giving correct displacements and deformations, reproducing
transitional states, and able to handle different possible contacts, without any hypothesis about the
sampling of the surface. This doesn’t mean that we want a perfect physical model of the simulated
object, but a simple model able to reproduce the plausible visual and tactile aspect of the object. For
realtime reasons, the total amount of computation should stay reasonable and constant time algorithms
should be preferred. In other words, we want this object to behave naturally, like in the real world. This
model is intended to simulate deformable objects in large environment, as it is the case in endoscopic
operations.

3. Preliminary hypotheses
3.1. Synchronicity
First of all, the model is intended to run in realtime, on usual workstations, even on up-market PC.
The challenge is to find the best compromise between realtime, realism and memory. In the dynamic
model simulation field, the realtime concept is relatively imprecise, and means most of the time a
degree of interactivity. If the model is dynamic, synchronicity must be ensured [ULC94]. The main idea
is that the mechanical simulation is computed and the result displayed, in, at most, the time interval the
actual action takes to complete. Synchronicity and realtime concepts are independent, as seen in the
following example. Let’s assume that the simulation time step is 1ms but the calculation time is 10ms.
If a point moves with a speed of 1m/s, it will move on a distance of 1mm during a simulation time step.
However, the user will have the impression that the point has the same motion but during 10ms, and
seems to move with a speed of 0.1m/s, so is 10 times slower. In the same way, any user’s motion will be
10 times faster in the computation frame. Thus, a contact will be considered as a tough impact.
To choose the right sampling rate, the free hand gesture frequency, 300Hz, has to be taken into
account. The drawing should have a frame rate of, at least, 10 images/s for minimum visual
interactivity. Realism is related both to display (light, textures) and mechanical simulation
(deformations, force feedback).

3.2. Interaction Types
In this paper, we assume that the interaction is performed between a rigid tool and a deformable
organ which is supposed to be elastic. The global simulation scheme, as described on the Figure 1. is a
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simplification of [LJFC91]: sensors measure the tools motion, send the tools position to the organ
model which will deform accordingly. Two kinds of nodes appear on the deformable body. The nodes
which are in the contact zone, whose position is given by the tool and on which the exerted forces are
unknown. These forces will be computed by evaluating the deformation internal strains and will be sent
to the force feedback system. The position of the other nodes is unknown, but will be determined by
summing all the forces acting on them and integrating. This partition of nodes is well known and has
already been described in [GTT89]. This model appears as a module with position values as input and
both deformations and forces as output, to produce respectively the image and the force feedback.
Mechanical
Model
Sensors

Positions

Visualization

Positions
Simulation
Loop

Forces

Force Feedback

Computer

Operator

Figure 1. Global Simulation Scheme

4. Mechanical Model
4.1. A spring model with a rigid component
As seen in the previous analysis, it seems that spring and damper models are of great interest for our
simulation, since they offer a good compromise between realtime, realism and memory. In a medical
context, all gesture are moderate and calm, not tough, and consequently, of low frequency.
Unfortunately, the expression of the strain exerted by a spring with no constant axis is not linear and
requires a square root. A model with too many springs is no more interesting. Thus, the number of
springs has to be kept small. Only a surface mesh could be considered, where only the neighbouring
nodes are joined together by damped springs, since we are only interested in the position of the surface
node for the drawing. Such a model is very simple since the number of springs is then a linear function
of the number of nodes (if we assume that a node has, at most, a given number of neighbours).
However, it lacks a volume coherency: if the model is put onto a plane into a gravitational field, it
collapses. Thus, a simple surface mesh is not sufficient: the number of springs has to increase, to add
links between second (or more) neighbours1, and/or more complex types of links such as hinges must
be used.
A practical way to handle deformable models submitted to rigid motions is to consider that the body
is composed of a rigid kernel which is responsible for translations and rotations. It is surrounded by a
deformable component. This process has already been proposed previously. In [Gas89], springs with
rest distant L and constant axis link the rigid kernel and the surface deformable mesh together. This
model is unfortunately not adapted to our purpose, because it is not compatible with cuttings. The
deformations are indeed computed by a blending between volume and surface preservation. The mesh
cannot be altered, because it guarantees the deformation coherency. Furthermore, this rigid component
inside the deformable object does not correspond to the mechanical properties of the organs we plan to
model.
1.We call “second neighbours” of the point, the neighbours of the neighbours of the point.
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We have chosen a model fitted with a rigid virtual component, only present for dynamics
computation. This rigid component is linked to a damped spring surface mesh (which forms the visible
part of the object, that is to say will be used to display the object), by means of zero-length rest springs.
Each mesh node is joined to the rigid component with one spring. Thus the number of springs is always
a linear function of the number of nodes. Without any interaction, rigid and deformable components
stay in the same place.
By saying that this rigid component is virtual, it is meant that it cannot come into contact with the
other objects in the environment. If it could interact with the other objects, then the deformable object
would have almost a rigid behaviour: it would stay at rest in a undeformable manner, and would not
deform due to its own weight, if for example, it was put on a rigid plane. The rigid component is only
submitted to volumetric forces such as gravity. In case of contact, the rigid and deformable components
will separate each from the other. On the contrary, when the interaction stops, the two components get
joined again. Figure 2. shows the state of the system at rest on a plane. The rigid component does not
interact with the plane, so continue to fall. But, since the plane prevents the surface component from
falling, the rigid component is held by the surface component, for zero-length springs connect the two
components together. Therefore, the surface component deforms because of its own mass and the mass
of its volumetric part, the rigid component. However, the rigid component garantees that the surface
component does not collapse.
Surface
deformable
component
Zero-length
spring
plane
Virtual
rigid
component

Figure 2. Deformable and rigid components separation in case of contact
Our model is very close to [TW88]. This last splits the equations of motion into three parts: the two
first describe the translations and rotations of the overall body, and the third one computes the
deformation of the body referred to a undeformable rest state, called reference component. This
splitting is a result of a mathematical mechanism: the position of any point of the body is expressed
referred to the reference component. On the contrary, our model is based on an intuitive idea: the rigid
component shows the place where the body should be if there was not any interaction. The behaviour of
the two models is then completly different. In a situation as described on Figure 2., the rigid and
deformable components would have their centre of mass in the same place, the rigid component would
not be sag so much, but would stay around the deformable component.

4.2. Integration of the equations
The Euler method is chosen. It consists in doing a Taylor development in the first order for speed
and position. For each node in the mesh, we compute all the external forces F ext , such as gravity and air
viscosity, contact or impact forces F c , and elastic (internal) forces F int . The acceleration a i is then
computed and integrated to obtain the speed v i and the position x i of the ith particle:
( F int ( t ) + F ext ( t ) + F c ( t ) )
ai ( t) = ∑
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------mi
v i ( t ) = v i ( t – ∆t ) + ∆t × a i ( t )
x i ( t ) = x i ( t – ∆t ) + ∆t × v i ( t )
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(1)

The simulation time step ∆t = 1ms has been chosen. To determine the rigid component behaviour,
the sum of the forces acting onto it is computed. These forces are the external forces (gravity, air
viscosity) and the strain of the springs linking it to the deformable component. Acceleration, speed and
position of the centre of mass, are obtained by the same way as seen before. The orientation is obtained
by computing the torque T , which allows the program to calculate the instantaneous rotation speed ω
by integration, and get both an axis u and an angle θ for the instantaneous rotation. This rotation allows
the program to update a quaternion representing the absolute orientation of the solid:
d
( Iω ) ( t ) = ∑ ( T int ( t ) + T ext ( t ) )
dt
d
ω ( t ) = ω ( t – ∆t ) + ∆t × ω ( t )
dt
θ ( t ) = θ ( t – ∆t ) + ∆t × ω ( t )
ω
u = ---ω

(2)

4.3. Analysis of the model
The model has been implemented and tested. The implementation has shown some important
advantages:
• The number of springs is limited and is a linear function of the number of nodes in the mesh.
• The rigid component is responsible for the rotations and translations of the object, hence a correct
rigid behaviour of the object is obtained.
• Surface springs allow the modeller to control the surface deformations of the object: it is hence
very easy to define the strength to cuttings for example.
• The springs which link the rigid and deformable components together control the resistance to
pressure. It is possible, by choosing the appropriate coefficient of elasticity, to simulate very deformable objects which are elastic in only one or two dimensions and with no volume coherency such as plastic bags or rubbers, or on the contrary, almost rigid objects.
• The rigid component makes the mesh have only one rest position, whatever its topology is. The
mesh can naturally be more complex, with the enclosing of hinges for instance. In the same idea, if the
topology of the mesh is altered during the simulation, due to a cutting for example, the rigid component
will allow the mesh to keep volume coherency. In other words, the rigid component will guarantee the
robustness of the mesh.
• By modifying the rigid component, it is possible to simulate plasticity phenomena [TF88].
• The mesh generates polygons which can be used for drawing the structure with a graphics accelerator. These polygons will also define the object shape for the collision detection.
• The masses of the deformable and the rigid component, as well as its inertia matrix, are independent. This is also true for the air viscosity coefficients.
Unfortunately, some critical points still remain, due to limits of the model:
• Synchronicity is crucial. As it has already been exposed, if synchronicity is not obtained, the
speed of the user motions will be multiplied and the effect on the model will make it unstable.
• In order to generate a simple model, only local deformations are taken into account. The displacement of each node is computed independently of the displacement of the other nodes. All global behaviour is controlled by the rigid component, so no global transformations can be performed. It is therefore
hard for the model to bend, for instance. A bending can however be performed by means of a set of
appropriate local deformations or by bending the rigid component.
• The control of the deformations is limited. For instance, it is hard to find forces which can guarantee that the volume or the surface are preserved. It is however possible to add bounds to limit the
deformation.
• Deformation are always local to the place where the external force is exerted. This can result in a
too high local deformation, and a small perturbation of the springs which are farther. If the force gets
more intense, all the structure will move, instead of making the deformation zone bigger.
• The integration method is not always stable. Generally, the damping of the springs or the viscosity of the ambient environment must be increased to reach a critical value. But then, if the damping is
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too high, the model seems very slow, always slackened, just as it was plunged into a viscous fluid (and
indeed it is, since then the viscosity is no more the viscosity of the air).
• Two main reasons make it essential to keep the number of nodes in the mesh low. First, to keep
the simulation realtime, the number of springs is reduced, because the computation of the strain exerted
by a spring requires to calculate a square root. To reduce the number of springs, the number of nodes
has to decrease too. Second, convergence conditions of the integration scheme are closely related to the
mass of each node: the natural frequency is indeed a function of

k
---- .
m

To keep this frequency low, the

mass of the nodes must stay high enough. Since the total mass of the surface mesh is constant, the
number of nodes must not be too large or the mass of each node will become too small. To sum up, if
we have to increase the number of nodes, the natural frequency of the whole system will increase and
therefore the sampling rate. Above a limit, it won’t be possible any more to ensure synchronicity on the
simulation machine.
A nice way to partially solve the two last limits, that is to say too high local deformations and
divergence, is to bound the distances between nodes as proposed by [Pro95]. However, this method
doesn’t guarantee convergence and can lead to self-supported vibrations.
Though these drawbacks must be addressed, the proposed model is currently sufficient for simple
simulation with few interactions.

5. Adaptative subdivision
We have seen in the previous section that the number of masses and springs of the mesh had to be
reduced for realtime and integration time step reasons. The sampling of the external surface is low, so
the contact process is coarse. Following the example of deformation method for clothes [HPH96], the
mesh is subdivided to get it more precise in the contact zone.
A complete presentation of our collisions treatment process goes beyond the scope of this article.
Indeed, it corresponds to impact detection, detection acceleration and collision response computation
(contact or impact). Briefly, we can say that detection is computed between objects trajectories and not
by determining 3D intersection between objects at each simulation time step. As described by [Boy79],
a collision occurs between two objects A and B, during time 0 and ∆t , if at least one of these conditions
is verified:
• a vertex of A passes through a face of B
• a vertex of B passes through a face of A
• an edge of A passes through an edge of B
To compute the collision, we consider that any point has a linear uniform trajectory between time 0
and ∆t .
By refining the mesh, the model can handle collisions with resolution as fine as necessary: the mesh
is adapted (that is some masses are added to it) to the shape of the object in contact. A subdivision
appears in two cases, when a collision occurs on an edge or a face of the deformable object (see Figure
3.). At the collision point, a node is added into the mesh. The problem is then to find the physical
properties of the new nodes and links. 0 order (total mass), 1 order (centre of mass) and 2 order
momenta preservation result in the trivial solution: to add a mass whose value is 0. In other words, it is
strictly impossible to add a node into a mesh without disturbing the physical properties of the mesh.
The subdivision method proposed by [HPH96] results in a pleasant solution, however, the total mass of
the mesh is not kept. In an interactive case, for example, if the surgeon holds the organ, he would be
quite disturbed by a sudden increase of the organ mass!
By removing some constraints, it is possible to get a system with infinite number of solutions where
only those with positive masses are interesting. We choose to keep the total mass constant and nodes
masses positive, that is the 0 and 1 order momenta are kept constant, but 2 order momenta are left
unconstained.
Here is the case of a collision of a rigid point onto a deformable triangle ABC. The collision point
can be expressed (in only one way) as:
(3)
P = αA + βB + γC with α + β + γ = 1
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Figure 3. Collision of a point of the rigid body onto a face of the deformable body
The mass of Point P is obtained by taking away a part of the masses of points A, B and C:
P

A

B

C

(4)

m t = am t – ∆t + bm t – ∆t + cm t – ∆t

The total organ mass has to be constant so:
A

A

m t = ( 1 – a ) m t – ∆t

B

B

C

m t = ( 1 – b ) m t – ∆t

C

m t = ( 1 – c ) m t – ∆t

(5)
We suppose that the parts of the masses of points A, B and C transferred to the mass of point P
depends directly upon the location of P in the triangle:
a
b
c
--- = --- = -α
β
γ

(6)

Finally after the mass transfer, a kind of mass coherency is enforced by saying that the point P mass
is such as:
P

A

B

C

m t = αm t + βm t + γm t

(7)

When the system is solved, it can be found that:
a
b
c
1
--- = --- = -- = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 A
2 B
2 C
α
β
γ
α m t – ∆t + β m t – ∆t + γ m t – ∆t
1 + ---------------------------------------------------------------------------A
B
C
αm t – ∆t + βm t – ∆t + γm t – ∆t

(8)

It can be easily proved that a, b and c are always bounded by 0 and 1, which guarantees that the new
masses are always positive. The same kind of calculation can be used to evaluate the new values of the
air viscosity coefficients. It is wise to check the order of magnitude of the new masses of P, A, B and C,
after the subdivision, because these masses can be quite low, and therefore incompatible with the
shannon limits. A good idea would be to compute the system at different time step. The lowest time
step corresponds to only a few nodes of low masses, which are in contact, and the largest time step
corresponds to the rigid component.
The next step is to compute the stiffness of the springs of the new edges. The stiffness of the spring
which links the new node P to the rigid component of the deformable object is obtained by averaging
the elasticity of the springs of A, B and C, respectively with α , β and γ . For the new springs on the
surface mesh, the stiffness values are harder to find. Several possibilities exist, but, none is satisfying.
First, a sort of angular elasticity constant may be considered. For instance, the springs linking A to P is
obtained by averaging the stiffness of springs AC and AB affected by the ratios of the angles BAP and
CAP over CAB. Another solution is to assume that the ratio of the stiffness over the rest length of the
spring is constant. All these solutions are not satisfying because the behaviour of A, B and C are
disturbed by the strain of the new springs stretching on them. [TC90] have proposed a solution to split
a spring in two, without changing the behaviour of the system. However, they weren’t interested in
inserting springs inside a mesh.
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6. Implementation - Discussion
Our model is still under construction. It has been designed from the beginning to be compatible with
all the aspects of the simulation, because it is not possible to study separately deformations, collisions
and cuttings, since everything is controlled by the underlying model.
Simulation is interactive, even if synchronicity is not reached yet (see screenshots on Figure 5.). We
have tested our model with deformable bodies with different number of nodes. These tests (see table on
Figure 4.) have been measured on three different platforms to show how powerful the processor has to
be. This measures show that collision detection is responsible of 90% of the calculation time.
Even if our model is not finished yet (collisions, rendering...) we plan to adapt it to a simulation of
gynaecologic laparoscopy currently under development. This environment include a large number of
organs which are likely to be operated such as ovary or womb, and other organs which only disturb the
operation. It seems not a good idea to simulate all these numerous organs by complex models, such as
Finite elements, which are furthermore not sufficient to describe rigid motions: in abdominal cavity, the
organs are under pressure and are submitted, naturally, to gravity. A simple model as described in this
paper will make this operation possible to be simulated realistically in realtime.
R4600, 133MHz

P Pro, 200 Mhz

R10000, 194MHz

12 nodes

630Hz/3500Hz

880Hz/10680Hz

2500Hz/14000Hz

120 nodes

36Hz/330Hz

60Hz/1300Hz

180Hz/1450Hz

258 nodes

18Hz/145Hz

25Hz/610Hz

60Hz/650Hz

Figure 4. Simulation rates
(the two frequencies correspond respectively to simulations with and without collision détection)
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(a) Flat-shaded

(b) wireframe

Figure 5. Example of deformation: an icosahedron held by a tool
On (b), the deformable body is dark, the rigid body is light
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